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Lessons Learned from a Criticality Safety Case for Historic PCM Waste
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Plutonium Contaminated Material arises as a solid waste at the United Kingdom
Sellafield Site. Its disposal route entails it being packaged into 200 litre mild steel drums
which are currently placed in interim swface stores in large multi-layered arrays. Within
one of the original Sellafield buildings, a large number of such drums accumulated in an
area known as the South Solvent Cells during the late 1960s and early 1970s. They have
remained there largely untouched until retrieval operations commenced in 2002. From the
out-set, significant operational difficulties were encountered which led to a cessation of the
retrieval operations after the processing of only twelve historic drums.

These difficulties had their origins in the requirements of the criticality safety case and
calibration of the plutonium assay instrumentation which supported the retrieval operations.
This paper describes the remedial actions taken to address these difficulties which have
allowed a successful resumption of waste retrieval operations and highlights learning points
which have general applicability to any decommissioning or historic waste retrieval project
that involves the fissile assay of plutonium (and 235U) contaminated plant.
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1. Introduction generated PCM, coupled with an imposed overly
pessimistic calibration of the plutonium assay

The South Solvent Cells retrieval operations entail instrument, resulted in a significant over-estimate of
the removal of each historic Plutonium Contaminated the plutonium content of each package and, hence, the
Material (PCM) waste drum individually into a Waste cumulative plutonium content of the new ums into
Handling Area (WHA) where the contents are which these packages were placed. The magnitude of
removed, assayed for plutonium content and the over-estimate was unexpected and compliance
repackaged into new 200 litre mild steel drums which with dm fissile mass limits severely limited the
are then exported to downstream facilities for interim number of historic packages which could be
storage in modem facilities. As no detailed records of repackaged into each new drum.
the drum contents or origin were available, the re-pack In the sections which follow below the evolution of
was necessary to meet the drurn acceptance criteria for the criticality safety case is described as it is important
the modem interim storage facilities. to set the background context. The key remedial

The decision to cease the retrieval operations after actions taken to address the operational difficulties are
the processing of only twelve historic drums was not then discussed. These were; (i) a re-calibration of the
taken lightly due to the importance of this project to plutonium assay instrument on the basis of a
the overall hazard reduction process which is on-going justifiable bounding, but not worst case, waste matrix
at Sellafield. However, operational experience composition. This work incorporated BNFLs current
showed; (i) processing each historic 200 litre druin approach on the engineering substantiation of
was generating, on average, five new 200 litre drums. programmable electronic safety related systems as
One particular historic drum generated twelve new applied to the plutonium assay of solid waste
drums; (ii) processing each historic 200 litre dum was materials; (ii) the incorporation of recent advances in
taking, on average, five shifts of eight hours nominal the PCM handling criticality safety assessment
duration; (iii) manual splitting of packages to reduce methodology employed at Sellafield'). Finally, the key
their individual plutonium inventory was learning points drawn from the discussion in this
commonplace with many of these packages having paper are summarised.
very high contact dose rates.

Briefly, these difficulties resulted from an initial 2. Criticality Safety Case Evolution
criticality safety case requirement to individually
assay each package retrieved from an historic drum. 2.1 Original Criticality Safety Case
The presence of greater quantities of plutonium in the The oginal criticality safety case covering the
historic waste than is encountered for more recently South Solvent Cells retrieval operations was fully
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prepared and endorsed for use in the mid 1990s, single package handling restriction was built into the
however, decommissioning priorities were such that criticality safety case if it could be shown, after a
the project start date was delayed by several years. In period of data gathering and analysis, that there was
the intervening period the safety case methodology good agreement between the plutonium inventories
employed by BNFL developed and improved painted on the external surface of the historic drum
significantly, particularly in the field of engineering and the plutonium inventories obtained by new assay.
substantiation of safety significant plant and
equipment. BNFL criticality safety cases are now 2.2 Pre-Active Commissioning Review
required to define the safety function and required The commencement of retrieval operations in the
integrity/reliability, for example probability of failure South Solvent Cells coincided with the time when
upon demand (pfd), of any plant items and equipment BNFL were still developing their methodology to
which support the criticality safety arguments. meet the above challenges for the engineering
Engineering substantiation is the process by which substantiation of PCM assay instrumentation.
these safety functions and integrity demands are Although an examination of the original criticality
forinally reviewed and confirmed by a competent safety case allowed a safety function and integrity to
engineer against the actual plant items and equipment be defined for the assay instrument, the resultant
installed. engineering substantiation process was still biased

The process of engineering substantiation has been towards always guaranteeing a conservative
a particular challenge for PCM assay instrumentation plutonium assay. Given the uncertainties in the waste
for a number of reasons: matrix form of the items which would be present in

the South 'Solvent Cells historic drums (non had been
0 They generally utilise commercial Personal opened) a calibration was imposed which had the

Computer (PC) based software for which it is consequences detailed in the introduction to this
difficult to justify a low pfd. paper.

a The uncertainties associated with the waste Figure is illustrative of the difficulties that were
matrix and plutonium (and 235 U) form and encountered during the initial retrieval operations. It
disposition can lead to significant conservatism shows a typical item retrieved from an historic drum
in the calibration if it is required to guarantee a comprising some metal wire coiled around a metal
conservative assay result. cable reel. The pessimistic calibration imposed

0 There is significant level of human input into resulted in a measurement of over 8OOg total
the set up and operation of the instruments. plutonium being applied to this single item, a factor of

at least six greater than the current fissile packing
In keeping with the safety case methodology of the limit for new drums. In addition to it being visually

time, the original criticality safety case for the South obvious that the item could not contain such a quantity
Solvent Cells PCM retrievals did not include any of plutonium, Figure also illustrates another
definition of the safety function or integrity important point. Namely that the assumption of the
requirements for the associated plutonium assay highly theoretical conditions of optimum water
instrument, (a neutron coincidence counting device moderation and full water reflection in demonstrating
with High Resolution Gamma Spectrometer for the criticality safety of handling such items is grossly
isotopic analysis). Nor did it examine the criticality pessimistic.
safety margins present in the event of an incorrect
assay. It simply cited the instrumentation as being
important in packing the historic waste into new
drums to a defined plutonium mass limit, thus
implying in the absence of any other analysis that it
was a crucial instrument for criticality safety.

The basic criticality control philosophy for the
operations was driven by the absence of data
regarding the drum contents. It entailed individual
retrieval of historic drums into the WHA with retrieval
of a single package from this drum and complete
disposal (via plutonium assay) into a new 200 litre
drum prior to retrieving the next package.
Arrangements were included for the storage of any
recovered liquor. In deriving the criticality safety
parameters optimum water moderation and full water Fig.1 Typical waste item retrieved from historic
reflection of any plutonium present was assumed, drum
however, significant quantities of plutonium were not
expected to be present. A partial relaxation of the
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3. Remedial Actions waste assay instrumentation, such as that used in the
South Solvent Cells retrievals. To illustrate this using

2)3.1 Plutonium Assay Instrument Re-calibration the Safety Integrity Level categorisation scheme the
In the intervening period between the pre-active South Solvent Cells PCM assay instrument can be

commissioning criticality safety case review and the confidently assigned a category SIL 1 integrity
cessation of retrieval operations in the South Solvent requirement, (equivalent to a pfd range of > 10-2

Cells, BNFL had developed significantly its approach to< IO-'). This is a powerful assertion as it gave
to the engineering substantiation of programmable BNFL Instruments and BNFL Engineering a clear
electronic safety related systems as applied to the steer that the utilisation of commercial PC based
plutonium assay of solid waste materials. software and a high level of human input were no

A multi-discipline team participated in these longer major hurdles in being able to substantiate the
developments with input from; BNFL Instruments use of fissile assay instruments in support of PCM
whose specialists have designed and built the majority handling criticality safety cases. It also allowed a
of PCM assay equipment used at Sellafield; criticality significant shift in the waste matrix assumptions
safety analysts from BNFLs Safety Environmental adopted in the instrument calibrations, as described in
Risk Management team; plant operators who generate the second key principle below:
and handle PCM waste; and BNFL Engineering
whose specialists undertake much of the engineering Calibration lo be based upon a worst case neutron
substantiation processes at Sellafield and act as the interfering matrix of commonly occurring materials.
BNFL design authority. The range of matrix materials present in typical PCM

A much greater understanding was reached of the waste is extremely large. The majority are relatively
requirements of each discipline, for example, the non-neutron interfering such as metals, glass, masonry
criticality safety analysts now have a good or thin sheets of plastic and bottles. Conversely, some
appreciation of the performance limitations and materials which can be encountered and require
calibration assumptions of PCM assay instruments. disposal as PCM waste are highly neutron absorbing
Furthermore, this multi-discipline approach is now such as Jabroc shielding and high density
maintained as part of the engineering substantiation polyethylene blocks.
process for each individual PCM assay instrument. For PCM assay instruments utilising a neutron
The first key principle upon which the current counting technique the choice of calibration matrix
substantiation process is based is as follows: can be extremely important. As already mentioned in

Section 2.2 of this paper, the engineering
A reasonable degree of confidence is required in substantiation process at the time of the South Solvent

the assay results, but not certainty. The assumptions Cells pre-active commissioning criticality safety case
underpinning the fissile mass control limits derived in review was still biased towards always guaranteeing a
BNFL criticality safety cases for PCM handling have conservative plutonium assay. This resulted in a
always been considered to be extremely pessimistic significantly neutron absorbing calibration matrix
given the nature of the waste material. A prime being imposed which was essentially a worst case of
example is the assumption of optimum water all possible matrix materials which were expected to
moderation when, in reality, the fissile material in be present in the historic South Solvent Cells waste.
PCM waste will be largely dry and associated with Where the mass of plutonium associated with the
poorly moderating (even neutron absorbing) materials waste matrix is low (of the order of a few grams) the
such as metals and Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC). choice of such a calibration matrix is unlikely to result

detailed examination and quantification of the in any adverse im act on PCM drum packing
margins to criticality safety present in the existing efficiency, as the overestimate of plutonium inventory,
PCM handling limits was recently undertaken by (for those items with an actual waste matrix which is
BNFL1). This study, performed with the Monte-Carlo less neutron interfering than the calibration matrix),
code MONK, moved away from the highly theoretical will not impact on the fissile material packing limits
1worst case' assumptions underpinning the current for drums which are of the order of several hundred
fissile limits to a more realistic, but still pessimistic grams. However, in the case of the South Solvent
and justifiable representation of PCM waste. This Cells, where the plutonium mass associated with the
approach was shown to result in significant increases waste materials was higher than expected, the adverse
in the mass of fissile material per PCM package or affect on operations was catastrophic.
drum that can be tolerated before a potential criticality Thejustification of a low integrity requirement for
hazard could arise. As a consequence, it became clear solid PCM waste assay instrumentation applies not
that the criticality safety of PCM handling operations only to its hardware/software/human components but
is not particularly sensitive to the associated fissile also to the robustness of the assumptions underpinning
assay results. its calibration. Hence, as part of the re-calibration

This conclusion enabled the justification of only a exercise for the South Solvent Cells PCM assay
relatively low integrity being required for solid PCM instrument, a less neutron interfering calibration
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matrix was adopted which was judged to bound the the handling of PCM waste at Sellafield. With respect
worst case of commonly occurring waste matrix to the South Solvent Cells retrieval operations it was
materials. That is, for a low integrity assay instrument, readily apparent that the risk of criticality from
it is not considered necessary to base the calibration excessive quantities of plutonium in the histo P M
on rarely occurring materials even though their waste being handled was not commensurate with the
neutron absorbing properties may have a severe operational difficulties being encountered. On
impact on the performance of the instrument. balance, the radiological risks associated with

As part of the engineering substantiation process, additional PCM waste handling, waste volume
BNFL Instruments used the Monte-Carlo code MCNP multiplication and additional work time in high
to simulate the measurement performance (detection radiation fields were seen to be significant in
efficiency) of the PCM assay instrument over a range comparison to the risk of criticality. In order to strive
of matrix materials and plutonium dispositions. for all safety risks (radiological, conventional,
Figure 2 illustrates some of the results of this environmental and criticality) being maintained as low
simulation for the South Solvent Cells PCM assay as is reasonably practicable (ALARP) it was deemed
instrument. An efficiency of .0 essentially represents reasonable to explore if a relaxation in the criticality
an empty measurement chamber with the plutonium safety constraints could lead to significant safety
Isource' in the position of least detection efficiency, benefits elsewhere.
(usually associated with the ends of the measurement A multi-disciplined options study was held which
chamber). focussed upon solutions which would increase drum

packing efficiency, reduce operator dose uptake and
increase operational effectiveness and flexibility. Two

1 relatively straightforward modifications to the
0.8 criticality safety case arose from this study and were
0.6 implemented for the re-commencement of waste

retrieval operations in the South Solvent Cells.
0.4

w
0.2

3.2.1 Multiple Package Handling
0 On the basis of the BNFL study of the criticality

safety margins inherently present in solid PCM
waste') it was argued that a single historic PCM waste
drurn retrieved into the "A for processing did not
present a credible risk of criticality. Essentially, it was
argued that the condition (and hence neutron
multiplication) of the plutonium will be far removed

Fig.2 Detection efficiency of the PCM assay from the highly theoretical assumptions of optimal
instrument with various matrix materials water moderation and full water reflection

underpinning the existing criticality safety case for the
Scrap PVC is a very common matrix material in South Solvent Cells retrievals. The actual plutonium

PCM waste as it is utilised widely for containment mass required for criticality was considered to be of
bags, tents and floor/wall coverings. Furthermore, the order of many kilograms, a scenario not judged to
Figure 2 illustrates the fact that for the South Solvent be credible given the nature and origin of the waste
Cells PCM assay instrument, scrap PVC was materials being handled.
essentially shown to be a pessimistic calibration This modification allowed the sorting of waste
matrix for all but some of the more unusual matrices, packages in the WHA and, with the operators being
such as the measurement chamber being filled with able to select different packages for assay rather than
thick Perspex sheets or large rubber blocks. being forced to take the next package from the top of

Hence, a scrap PVC matrix was chosen for the the drum, this significantly improved the rate of
re-calibration of the South Solvent Cells PCM assay retrievals and waste packing efficiency in the new
instniment, it being argued that the occurrence of drums. More importantly, it allowed the assay of
more severe neutron absorbing matrices, co-incident multiple packages, thus reducing the cumulative
with the presence of a significant mass of plutonium, uncertainty in plutonium mass associated with each
was a remote event and in keeping with the low new packed PCM drum. That is, the PCM assay
integrity requirement for solid PCM waste assay instrument is at its most efficient with respect to its
instrumentation. calibration when the measurement chamber is ftill of

waste material. Again, the benefits to drum packing
3.2 Criticality Safety Case Review efficiency and increased efficiency of operations

The MONK study discussed in Section 31 above leading to reduced dose uptake are obvious.
had shown that there are very significant criticality
safety margins in the existing fissile limits applied to
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3.2.2 Recovery of Solid Residues result without significant pessimism and hence
The existing criticality safety case assumed that all plutonium mass over-estimation in most

of the historic waste materials, with the exception of measurements. This will result in operational
any recovered liquor, would be routed through the difficulties if plutonium inventories in the
PCM assay instrument and disposed of as PCM. waste waste being assayed are more than a few
into a new drum. As such, no arrangements were grams. In these instances the plutonium assay
included in the criticality safety case to permit the strategy should consider techniques which
recovery and storage of any solids suspected to be determine the matrix material properties with
residual process materials and, hence, potentially high respect to the assay methodology being
in plutonium inventory. Many of the instances of high employed, for example gamma or neutron
plutonium masses being identified by assay during the based assay. Alternatively, different assay
initial retrieval operations were associated with the instruments set up for different matrix
presence of residual solid material which could easily materials should be considered, for example,
and quickly have been recovered prior to the assay. metals, plastics, masonry.
Examples include surface crusts on the internals of The concept of'overall ALARP'is important in
bottles and redundant plant equipment. decommissioning and waste retrieval safety

Such recovery arrangements are a normal aspect of cases where all safety risks (radiological,
criticality safety cases for the decommissioning of conventional, environmental and criticality)
redundant plutonium (and 235U) contaminated plant. are weighed against each other. Where
However, they were omitted in the case of the original criticality safety margins are large, a relaxation
South Solvent Cells retrievals criticality safety case as of some of the criticality constraints on the
there was an expectation that the quantities of operations may be readily justifiable if this
plutonium encountered in the ostensibly waste would reduce other safety risks.
material would be low. The adoption of the highly theoretical

Hence, the ability to recover and store solid conditions of optimal water moderation and
residues was included in the criticality safety case full water reflection for fissile material are
which entailed the standard arrangements of recovery highly conservative for solid PCM waste
into small volume bottles and storage of the bottles in materials. There is a possibility that such an
a criticality safe spaced array. This modification approach will lead to undue operational
allowed potential process material to be diverted away restrictions arising from the criticality safety
from the PCM assay instrument, for analysis and case where there is little actual risk of
treatment at a later date. This resulted in significant criticality. Furthermore, where fissile assay is
benefits in terms of avoiding the generation of and employed in support of the criticality safety
recovery from high plutonium assay results. Drum case, the traditional optimally water moderated
packing efficiency improved greatly as the masses of and fully water reflected criticality control
plutonium requiring disposal into new PCM drums, limits for cessation of operations in the event
both real plutonium mass and that due to calibration of a high plutonium assay result may not be
uncertainty, reduced correspondingly. appropriate. Criticality safety analysts should

be recognisant of this and their efforts directed
4. Summary of Key Lessons Learned towards reducing undue pessimism where

justifiable.
• It is generally not efficient to prepare a detailed Arrangements for the recovery and storage of

and prescriptive criticality safety case solid residue material should be included in
significantly in advance of the actual decommissioning and waste retrieval criticality
decommissioning operations commencing. safety cases even if no such materials are
Safety case methodology changes, acquisition expected.
of new information/data and/or evolution of
the preferred methods/techniques Of References
decommissioning are likely to occur requiring 1) David Kirkwood and Sam Darby, "New
significant safety case rework. Initial criticality Approach to the Criticality Safety Assessment of
safety case effort should be directed towards PCM at BNFL Sellafield", Trans. Am. Nuct.
identification of the overall criticality safety Soc., 87, 59 2002).
control philosophy and removal of unnecessary 2) IEC 61508-1:1998: Functional Safety of
pessimism in the criticality safety data which Electrical Electronic Programmable Electronic
will underpin the final criticality safety case. Safety Related Systems.

• Where there is great uncertainty in the waste
matrix material, it is not possible to always
guarantee a conservative plutonium assay
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